
  
 

    Note: This exercise was designed by Robyn Ochs (www.robynochs.com, robyn@robynochs.com). You may use and adapt this exercise providing you give credit to the author and inform her when you do so. Suggestions/feedback welcome. V. 4/2022-U. 

 BEYOND BINARIES 

 

 For questions 7 & 8, consider the previous scale. 

   7. ____ Where do most of your friends think you are for #3?       

   8. ____ How about your closest family members? 
 

9. What words – if any – do you currently use to describe your      
sexual/romantic orientation (e.g., straight, bisexual, queer, 
asexual, etc.)?  

Publicly:                                     Privately: 
 
 

 

  
 

 
   10. I experience sexual desire toward other people____        
 

How old were you when (if ever)… 
   11. …you had your first major crush? ____ 

   12. …you first used a sexual orientation label to describe  

 yourself? ____ 

   13. …you first told that label to another person? ____ 

   14. What was your first label? ______________________ 

     14a. Do you still use that same label? _____ 

15. How many sexual/romantic orientation labels have you used 

in your life, so far? (If you moved back and forth between 

labels, count each time as a separate label) _____ 

 
              speaker. teacher. writer. activist. 
 

Answer questions about the past as you understood yourself then. Questions referring to sexual experience refer only to consensual experiences.  
Answer questions 1-8 with a number referencing the scale indicated, or with “X,” “n/a,” or “?” If your gender identity is such that it is challenging to  
define different and similar, please respond by putting “X” in place of a number. If you haven’t had this experience, put “n/a.” Unsure? Answer with “?”  
Remember that if you don’t fit easily into this tool, the limitation lies with the tool, not with you. 
 

       
   

  

 
 
  
 
 

 
 

I AM ORIENTED TOWARD PEOPLE WHOSE GENDER IDENTITY IS… 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

   3. ____Your sexual orientation overall? 

   4. ____Your romantic orientation overall? 

   5. ____Your sexual experiences before age 16? 

    5a. ____In the past year? 

   6. ____Your fantasies (romantic and/or sexual) before age 16? 

    6a. ____ In the past year? 

 
 

    

       My Gender Identity is ________________________. 

            (e.g. woman, man, non-binary, agender, genderqueer, etc.) 
 

 
    

   1. I experience my gender identity as: ____________ 

   2. I experience my sexuality as ______________ 
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